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(57) The invention relates to mobile communication

systems, more specifically to the timing of different func-

tions of a mobile station. By means of the method ac-

cording to the invention a mobile station (10) can re-

quest (100) idle time from a network (20) e.g. for meas-
uring the strengths of signals from base stations. Having
received the request the network checks (110) whether

suitable idle time is coming up and if not, allocates (1 20)
idle time according to the request by the mobile station.

Finally, the network informs (130) the mobile station

about when and how much the mobile station has meas-
urement time available.
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Description

The invention relates to mobile communication sys-
tems, more specifically to the timing of various functions
of a mobile station.

Current mobile communication systems such as the
GSM system are typically based on a cellular structure-
While moving, mobile stations (MS) often cross cell

boundaries and at the same time change base stations,
i.e. perform a handover. A handover requires complex
preparations, including e.g. synchronisation to the fre-
quency and transmission sequence of the new base sta-
tion. Synchronisation, in turn, requires that the nearby
base stations be monitored and listened to. In the GSM
system, a mobile station regularly monitors several base
stations and typically transmits to the network the signal
strength information of the six best base stations. How-
ever, mobile stations do not employ tworeceivers, which
would facilitate continuous monitoring of nearby base
stations, because two receivers would mean consider-
ably higher complexity and manufacturing costs for the
mobile station. Therefore, the mobile station needs free
time for carrying out measurements. In the GSM system
this is solved by having a pause at every 26th frame on
the TCH/F channel transferring speech so that the mo-
bile station has about 6 ms to make measurements.
Such a frame is called an idle frame. The pause is re-
peated at 120-ms intervals. In addition, during the same
120-ms period there are several pauses of about 1 ms
and 2 ms between the transmission and reception turns
of the mobile station and base station. In the GSM sys-
tem, base stations transmit synchronisation data on
special synchronisation (SCH) and frequency control
(FCCH) channels. These channels are repeated at cer-
tain intervals in time slots 0. However, a mobile station
connected with another base station may have a recep-
tion turn at the same time since in the GSM system the
base stations are not synchronised with each other.
Therefore, the mobile station needs a longer pause, or
a whole idle frame to receive the synchronisation data,
for which these short, 1-ms and 2-ms pauses are not
long enough. These short pauses, however, can be
used for measuring the signal strengths of the neigh-
bouring base stations. The GSM system and its channel
architecture, among other things, are discussed in

greater detail e.g. in "The GSM System for Mobile Com-
munications" by Michel Mouly and Marie-Bernadette
Pautet, ISBN 2-9507190-0-7, Palaiseau 1992. Howev-
er, the use of the idle frame does not guarantee a fast
enough synchronisation to a new cell in new evolving
mobile communication systems that will be discussed
below.

New mobile communication systems under devel-
opment such as the universal mobile telephone system
(UMTS) put more demands on the mobile stations. For *

example, future systems will employ cells of several dif-

ferent hierarchy levels from very small microcells cov-
ering possibly only one block to macro cells covering

tens of kilometres. In such a system, the smaller cells
of lower hierarchy levels will be used by slowly-moving
mobile stations and terminals requiring high transmis-
sion rates. Small cell size facilitates high transmission
capacity and hence new services, such as transmission
of video images. Microcells are densely located and typ-
ically overlapping, so typically a mobile station changing
channels can choose from several cells that in practice
offer connections of equally good quality. Mobile sta-

• tions moving fast, e.g. in a car, use larger cells of a high-
er hierarchy level because if they used microcells they
would be compelled to change base stations very fre-

quently. Inaddition, macro cells cover the shadow areas
possibly left by the microcells. Such a multiple-level cell
system requires that a mobile station has to regularly
monitor very many base stations on almost all cell hier-
archy levels.

From the user's standpoint it is advantageous if the
mobile station is capable of operating flexibly in more
than one parallel mobile communication system, e.g. in

the GSM system and in the DCS 1800 system. Present-
ly, DCS 1 800 systems are being constructed to alleviate
the traffic problem in high-density areas, such as city
centres. There may also be more than two parallel sys-
tems in the future. For a mobile station to be able to
change from a base station of one system to a base sta-
tion of another system it has to regularly monitor the
nearby base stations of that other system as well. The
monitoring is made more difficult by the fact that the sys-
tems may be synchronised in different ways: precisely
synchronised, loosely synchronised within certain limits,

or fully asynchronous. If the base station to be monitored
belongs to an asynchronous system, the mobile station
needs measuring time more than usually because it has
got no information on when the asynchronous base sta-
tion will transmit the identification signal to be moni-
tored.

In mobile communication systems, communica-
tions can be roughly categorised into two classes: real
time (RT) connections and non-real time (NRT) connec-
tions. RT traffic typically consists of speech or e.g. video
images where no interruptions or delays are allowed.
NRT, or packet, communications may include e.g. file

transfers where interruptions and delays are permitted.
The RT class is typically divided into two sub-classes,
namely short-delay RT connections and long-delay RT
connections. Typically, up to 100-ms delays are allowed
in the long-delay RT connections. The long-delay RT
connections are suitable for the transmission of video
images, for example. The short-delay RT connections
are used for transmitting speech. So, the quality of ac-
tive connections affects the requirements on the mobile
station in connection with a handover. If a mobile station
has only NRT connections, a momentary interruption in

conjunction with a handover is not harmful. If, however,
there exist between the mobile station and the oid base
station one or more RT connections, the handover must
be performed very quickly and without disturbances.
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Solutions according to the prior art, such as those

used in the GSM system, no longer facilitate monitoring

of the necessary number of base stations as the network

architecture of the mobile communication system gets

more complex and as the parallel use of more than one s

mobile communication system becomes more typical.

The invention aims to provide a method facilitating

the realisation of necessary measurements. It also aims
to provide a method with which a mobile station is allo-

cated idle time it needs for measurements or other pur-

poses. Further, it aims to provide a mobile station and
communications network using the aforementioned

methods.

The method according to one aspect of the present

invention comprises:

arranging a mobile station to request a certain

length of idle time in a certain period of time from a

network,

after which the network checks if it can provide such
idle time, and if it can, the network provides the mo-
bile station with the idle time it requested, and
the network informs the mobile station when and
how much the mobile station has idle time at its dis-

posal.

The method according to another aspect of the in-

vention is characterised in that it comprises at least

steps wherein

a mobile station sends to the network an idle time

request, and
the network informs the mobile station about the idle

time available.

The mobile station according to an aspect of the in-

vention is characterised in that it is arranged so as to

4

base station. Having received the request the network

checks whether available idle time is coming up soon

and if not, arranges so that the length of time requested

by the mobile station is freed. Finally, the network tells

the mobile station when and how much the mobile sta-

tion has measurement time available.

The invention is described in more detail with refer-

ence to the preferred embodiments presented by way
of example and to the accompanying drawing wherein

10

Fig. 1 shows signalling according to an
embodiment of the invention,

Fig. 2 shows signaling according to a
second embodiment of the inven-

ts tion,

Fig. 3a shows a method of allocating idle

time according to an embodiment of

the invention,

Fig. 3b shows a second method of allocat-

20 ing idle time according to an em-
bodiment of the invention,

Fig. 4 shows signalling according to an
embodiment of the invention,

Fig. 5 diagrammatically shows a few main
25 factors influencing the method of

arranging idle time,

Figs. 6a, 6b illustrate advantages of coordinat-

ing the pauses of several connec-

tions in the case of NRT traffic,

30 Fig. 7 ' shows the structure of the mobile

station according to the invention,

Fig. 8 shows signalling in an embodiment
of the invention in which idle time is

used for changing the battery of a
55 mobile station, and

Fig. 9a and 9b illustrate the application of the in-

vention to CDMA based systems.

EP 0 892 571 A2

send to the network a request for idle time and
receive from the network information about the idle

time available to the mobile station.

The communications network according to an as-

pect of the invention is characterised in that it is ar-

ranged so as to

receive from at least one mobile station a request

for idle time,

allocate in response to the reception of said request

to the mobile station at least part of the idle time

requested by the mobile station, and
send to the mobile station information about the idle

time available to the mobile station.

Using a method according to the invention, a mobile

station can ask the network to arrange idle time e.g. for

the measurement of the strengths of signals from base
stations or for the synchronisation to a neighbouring

Like elements in the Figures are denoted by like ref-

erence designations.

Fig. 1 illustrates the operation of a method accord-

ing to a preferred embodiment of the invention. First, a
mobile station 10 sends 100 to the network 20 the mes-
sage IDLE_ALLOC_REQ with which the mobile station

requests the network to allocate idle time. Preferably the

mobile station indicates in the message how much idle

time it needs and within which time it needs the idle time.

Having received the message the network 20 checks

110 whether a suitable pause is coming up in the com-
munication between the mobile station and the network.

If such a pause is not coming up, the network allocates

120 to the mobile station a pause that matches the mo-
bile stations request as well as possible. Then the net-

work sends an IDLEJNFO message to the mobile sta-

tion, telling it how much and when it will have idle time

at its disposal.

In connection with an IDLE_ALLOC_REG message
or another corresponding message the mobile station

45
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can put many kinds of different requests to the network.
As was mentioned above, the mobile station preferably

indicates how much idle time it needs and within which
period of time it needs the idle time. Additionally, the mo-
bile station may indicate that it also needs idle time later

on, in which case it may indicate e.g. a certain period of

time T after which the network shall allocate to the mo-
bile station the indicated amount of idle time. Such an
embodiment is illustrated by the end part of Fig. 1,

wherein after the transmission of the first IDLEJNFO
message the network waits 140 for the desired time T,

whereafter the network repeats the idle time checking
step 110 and the idle time allocating step 120 and in-

forms 130 the mobile station about the new allocated

idle period of time. The network may repeat the steps
140, 110 and 120 at desired intervals for the whole du-
ration of the connection or e.g. for a certain number of

times, as requested by the mobile station.

Fig. 2 shows an example of communications ac-
cording to a second preferred embodiment of the inven-

tion. In this embodiment, more than one idle time re-

quest may be In force at the same time. Fig. 2 also illus-

trates how a mobile station can end the recurrence of

repeated idle time it requested earlier. In the example of

Fig. 2, a mobile station 10 sends 100 to the network 20
a request for idle time IDLE_ALLOC_REQ and attaches
to the request an identification code 1 and the necessary
specification of the idle time V1 . The network allocates

120 idle time to the mobile station as requested and
stores into its memory 25 the identification code of the

request and the specification V1 1

of the idle time allocat-

ed on the basis of the request. Advantageously the net-

work can store this information e.g. in a time allocation

table 25 maintained by a base station communicating
with the mobile station. After that, the network informs
1 30 the mobile station about the allocated time using an
IDLEJNFO message. In the example of Fig. 2 the mo-
bile station needs later on more idle time and therefore

it sends 150 to the network a new request for idle time
IDLE_ALLOC_REQto which it attaches the identifica-

tion code 2 of the new request and the specification V2
of the idle time requested. The network provides 1 60 the

idle time 2 requested by the mobile station and adds the
data about the idle time to the time allocation table 25.

Then the network sends 170 to the mobile station the

information about the idle time allocated in an
IDLEJNFO message. After that the mobile station

sends 180 to the network an IDLEJDISABLE message
to which the mobile station attaches the identification

code 1 of the idle time to be deleted. In response to the
reception of the IDLEJDISABLE message the network
deletes the idle time 1 , i.e. takes it back to communica-
tions use and removes the data about the idle time in

question from the time allocation table 25. Next, the mo-
bile station needs to alter the earlier allocated idle time
2 and therefore it sends to the network a new idle time
request IDLE_ALLOC_REQ to which it attaches the

identification code 2 of the idle time to be altered and a

specification V3 for the new idle time. If the new idle time

V3 requested by the mobile station substantially differs

from the previous allocated idle time V2' the network
can, in the manner depicted in Fig. 2, first remove 210

s the allocation of the previous idle time and then allocate

220 an idle time according to the new request V3.

In the example above, the idle time allocation mod-
ification message (IDLE_ALLOCJ=iEQ) and removal
message (IDLEJDISABLE) were presented as twosep-

70 arate messages. However, the invention is not limited

to this, but the functions in question can be realised us-

ing one command, e.g. in such a way that in the modi-
fication message (lDLE_ALLOC_REQ) the requested
time is defined as zero when the idle time is to be delet-

es ed.

Such an arrangement with more than one idle time
can be advantageously used e.g. in such a manner that

the mobile station has for the whole duration of the con-
nection at is disposal a periodically repeated short idle

20 period and, if necessary, the mobile station can request
for longer idle periods for special situations. Unlike in

the example of Fig. 1 , idle time requests and other mes-
sages related to idle times have to be accompanied by
an identification code so as to be directed to the correct

idle time allocation. The identification code may be e.g.

the serial number generated by the mobile station for

the idle time requests, as shown in the example of Fig. 2.

Step 110 in the example of Fig. 1 , in which the net-

work checks whether the mobile station has idle time

available to it, does not limit the various embodiments
of the invention. As seen from the example of Fig. 2, the

network may also allocate the idle time requested by the

mobile station directly, without a separate checking
step.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the net-

work may automatically remove all existing idle time al-

locations in conjunction with a handover or when some
other condition is met. In such an embodiment the mo-
bile station may advantageously indicate in connection

with a repeated idle time request IDLE_ALLOCJ=tEQ
that it needs the idle time in question also after a possi-

ble handover so that the network will not automatically

delete the idle time in question unless so requested by
the mobile station with an IDLEJDISABLE message.
This function is advantageous in a case in which the mo-
bile station regularly needs idle time e.g. to carry out an
internal operation of its own or for a purpose not related

to the monitoring of base stations.

The mobile station may also simply request infor-

mation about possible available idle periods. In such an
embodiment the network will not allocate idle time, un-
less specifically requested by the mobile station, but on-
ly tells the current situation. Such an embodiment is par-

ticularly well suited to be used in conjunction with pack-

et-type communications as there occurs, depending on
the traffic f!uciUation, pauses $n the packet-type iiaffiu,

unless it is constantly at the maximum volume.
In a preferred embodiment of the invention the net-

30
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work may inform the mobile station about pauses in the

traffic between the network and the mobile station also

without a separate request from the mobile statbn.

The mobile station can indicate the idle time it needs

in many different ways which will be described in the

paragraphs to follow and illustrated by means of Figs.

3a and 3b. In Figs. 3a and 3b the horizontal rows contain

the frames' time slots 0 to 7 and the vertical columns the

frames. Time slots and/or frames requested idle are

marked black. For example, the mobile station may in-

dicate how many frames it needs idle during a certain

period of time. In the example of Fig. 3a, the mobile sta-

tion requests one idle frame at ten-frame intervals.

There may be more than one frame requested idle and
the length of the period may be something other than

ten frames.

In the example of Fig. 3a the pause is repeated reg-

ularly every tenth frame. In a preferred embodiment of

the invention the network may also arrange the frames
at irregular intervals, however so that the mobile station

always gets the desired number of idle frames during a

certain period of time. In such an embodiment the net-

work must indicate to the mobile station the timing of

each idle frame.

The mobile station may also indicate if the pause
can be allocated, advantageously from the mobile sta-

tion's standpoint, in more than one part. Thus the mobile

station may request e.g. one two-frame and one three-

frame pause during the next 26-frame period.

The mobile station may also request idle time in

terms of time slots, e.g. by requesting certain time slots

in certain frames idle. Such a request is illustrated by

the example of Fig. 3b, wherein time slots 0, 1 and 5 in

frames 1 and 2, 11 and 12, and so on, are marked idle.

Naturally, the mobile station may also request a certain

number of time slots idle in a certain unit of time without

specifying the frame and the time slots in which the idle

time should be located so that the network can allocate

the idle time slots optimally according to the traffic situ-

ation.

In the examples of Figs. 3a and 3b the frames are

divided into eight time slots like in the GSM system.

However, the invention is not limited to this time slot di-

vision as other time slot divisions are possible in other

systems. For example
:
the future UMTS system will

probably use shorter time slots, too, whereby there may
be from 1 6 to 64 timeslots in a frame according to some
of the presently planned specifications.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the mo-
bile station may request the network to allocate idle time

for a certain specified purpose, say, monitoring of the

synchronisation signals of a certain base station speci-

fied by the mobile station. In such an embodiment the

network finds out the occurrence information of the syn-

chronisation signals of the base station specified by the

mobile statbn, located in either the same network or an-

other mobile communication system, and, taking into

account the mobile station's capabilities, reserves the

necessary amount of idle time for the moment of occur-

rence of the synchronisation signals and sends to the

mobile station the occurrence information of the syn-

chronisation signals in question as well as the allocated

5 measurement time or times. Here, occurrence informa-

tion refers to the frequency and timing of the synchroni-

sation signals and the possible frequency hopping or

spread spectrum code used by the synchronisation sig-

nals as well as each location in said code and possible

10 other data needed in the monitoring of the synchronisa-

tion signals in question. Such an embodiment has the

advantage that the mobile station need not inquire for

the time of occurrence and frequency of the synchroni-

sation signals of a certain base station and after that

separately request idle time for the monitoring of the

synchronisation signals in question, but the mobile sta-

tion gets the necessary signal data and idle time on one
request.

Preferably, the network allocates to the mobile sta-

tion the whole amount of time requested by the mobile

station. In a congested traffic situation this, however,

may not be possible, in which case the network tells the

mobile station how much idle time the network was able

to allocate. The network may also allocate to the mobile

station more time than what was requested if, due to the

size of allocation units, the network cannot allocate the

exact amount of time requested by the mobile station.

The network can allocate idle time to the mobile sta-

tion in may ways, such as

by swapping time slots used by mobile stations,

stealing certain bursts,

interrupting the traffic for a desired time or

forming idle frames in the connection.

These alternatives will be described in more detail in the

paragraphs below.

The network, advantageously a base station com-
municating with the mobile station, can make arrange-

ments between time slots used in the connections of dif-

ferent mobile stations. Such an arrangement is espe-

cially suitable when, from the point of view of a certain

mobile station, the time best suited for the measurement
of identification signals of a certain neighbour cell or cer-

tain neighbour cells does not coincide with a time slot

used by the mobile station in question, but with a time

slot used by another mobile station communicating with

the same base station. The base station can then e.g.

swap the time slots used by those two mobile stations.

If necessary, the base station may also swap time slots

used by more than two mobile stations.

Stealing a burst means that a certain burst is delib-

erately left unreceived and instead of burst reception a
desired neighbour cell base station measurement is car-

ried out, for example. Such a method naturally loses in-

formation, which limits its use. With real-time connec-

tions, which have strict requirements regarding the bit

rate, allowed delays and number of errors, burst stealing

20
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substantially can be used only if the quality of the con-
nection is good and the transmitted signal is sufficiently

coded so that the increase in the bit error ratio caused
by the absence of one burst will not make the bit error
ratio exceed the allowed limit. With real-time connec-
tions, burst stealing can advantageously be used only if

the quality of service (QoS) specified for the connection
will not go below the allowed limit because of the steal-
ing of a burst. A QoS specification typically involves the
bit rate, maximum allowed delay and maximum allowed
bit error ratio of the connection. Burst stealing may also
be realised partially by allowing burst stealing only on
non -real-time, or packet, connections. The ordinary re-

transmission mechanisms of packet-type communica-
tions will then cause retransmission of a stolen burst so
that information will not be lost.

Burst stealing may also be realised in such a man-
ner that the mobile station leaves at least one burst un-
transmitted and uses the time thus freed for other pur-
poses. In such an embodiment the network preferably
indicates to the mobile station which bursts the mobile
station can leave untransmitted.

Traffic interruption can be used with non-real-time
connections. The network, e.g. a base station commu-
nicating with the mobile station, can interrupt the packet
stream to the mobile station for a certain period of time,
thereby freeing time for the mobile station so that the
mobile station can carry out measurements, for exam-
ple

The mobile station may also make a request to the
network for an idle frame. During an idle frame the net-
work will not send information to the mobile station and
assumes that the mobile station will not respond to sig-
nalling or transmit information. How often the mobile sta-
tion wants the idle frame to be repeated and where in

the multiple frame structure are factors that have to
specified according to the system to which the mobile
station wants to synchronise itself. For example, in the
GSM system the idle frame is repeated every 26th frame
and in the GSM/GPRS system every 13th frame. So,
each mobile station can request the necessary number
of idle frames for which the network may allocate the
required idle time e.g. in any one of the manners de-
scribed above. A base station communicating with a mo-
bile station may advantageously maintain a table indi-

cating each mobile station's need for idle frames.
In a preferred embodiment of the invention the mo-

bile station indicates to the network the function set it

supports, its probable traffic needs and measurement
time needs or at least some of these data already when
it contacts the network for the first time. The mobile sta-
tion may also indicate whether it is capable of commu-
nicating with potential parallel mobile communication
systems and whether it will possibly need measurement
time for this. The mobile station may also indicate to the
network its certain measurement-related characteristics
such as

5 -

how long a time it takes the mobile station to transit

to the frequency measured and to return,

how long a time it takes the mobile statbn to carry
out certain basic measurement(s) and
the minimum time needed by the mobile station for

the transition from transmission to reception and
vice versa.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the net-
io work may, in order to speed up measurements, send to

the mobile station certain information related to the sur-
roundings of the mobile station and to the beacon sig-
nals of the base stations in neighbouring cells. The net-
work may transmit such information at regular intervals

*5 or on separate request by the mobile station. This infor-

mation advantageously comprises one or more of the
following items:

20

25

30

35

40

a list of neighbour cells,

information about different cell hierarchies,

information about nearby cells of parallel mobile
communication systems,

identification data of neighbour cells,

the frequencies of the beacon signals of the neigh-
bour cells,

the bandwidth of the beacon signals,

information about whether the beacon signal of a
base station is continuous or discontinuous and if it

is discontinuous, information about the occurrence
times of the beacon signal and the length of the time
window needed for the monitoring of the beacon
signal and
a description of the occurrence of the neighbour
cells' frequency and time synchronisation signals,
e.g. at what frequencies and what moments of time
the signals in question appear and what kind of fre-

quency hopping or spread spectrum code the
neighbour cells use and where in said code the syn-
chronising signals are sent at each particular time.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the net-
work selects the information sent to the mobile station
according to the function set of the mobile station. This
kind of an embodiment is advantageous e.g. in a case

45 wherein a certain geographic area has in addition to the
network a parallel mobile communication system but a
mobile station in the area in question cannot use that
parallel mobile communication system. In such a situa-

tion it would be useless to send to the mobile station
information about the parallel mobile communication
system. Similarly, the mobile station may send to the
network a request concerning only certain information
according to its function set.

Fig. 4 shows an example of signalling in a preferred
55 embodiment of the invention wherein idle time is used

for receiving beacon signals of base stations, in this em-
bodiment a network 20 sends 455 to a mobile station a
description of the beacon signal of a nearby base sta-

6
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tion. This description advantageously comprises infor-

mation related to the beacon signal as discussed in the

paragraph above. Having received the description the

mobile station checks 460 whether it has time to receive

the information of the beacon signal within the idle time

possibly available to it. It the mobile station is unable to

receive said information it sends 100 to the network a

request for idle time, whereby the network provides 1 20
the mobile station with idle time and informs 1 30 the mo-
bile station about it Having received the information

about the idle time available the mobile station listens

to the base station in question for the duration of the idle

time and receives 465 said identification data.

For clarity Fig 5 shows in a diagram some of the

main factors that affect the way in which the network

provides a mobile station with the idle time requested

by the mobile station 1 no diagram in Fig. 5 relates to a
situation wherein a mobile station requests idle time for

measurement purposes in such an embodiment, one
factor affecting the rtltocntion ol idle lime naturally con-

sists of the measui union i rind bynchionisation require-

ments, e.g. how much time the mobrlc station needs and
when This in turn is influenced by the neighbour cells'

synchronisation infcrrrution transmission data, which

were described earlier m tnio document The measure-

ments are also affoctod by the coll hierarchy of the mo-
bile communication sys:em since it has effect on the se-

lection of potential cell c^ndidntes for a handover. Sim-

ilarly, the measuremerr hmo«, required depend on the

parallel mobile communion! ion systems possibly avail-

able to the mobile station A second mam factor affecting

the allocation of idle time cons sts of the selection of con-

nections available to the mobile station and the types of

the connections If at tnc present moment, the mobile

station has only NRT conncoons idle time can be al-

located simply by morrcnianiy interrupting the packet

traffic, for example il the brisc station has RT connec-

tions the ways of allocating idle time are limited by the

maximum allowed delays of tne connections and other

requirements of the OoS level required. A third main fac-

tor affecting the way ol allocating idle time is naturally

the idle time requested by the mobile station, its length

and possible recurrence

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the net-

work coordinates pauses rcqjesled by the mobile sta-

tion for different connections so that the mobile station

be able to use a pause with the length of a full frame.

This is illustrated in Figs 6n rind 6b foi NRT connec-

tions. Fig. 6a shows a case accoiding to an embodiment
of the invention wherein idle times requested by a mo-
bile station and allocated for different connections are

not coordinated. Such an embodiment is not very ad-

vantageous, as can be seen from Fig. 6a. In the Figure,

connections of five mobile stations A, B, C, D and E are

represented on the horizontal axis whereas the vertical

axis represents time. Locations marked black are paus-

es requested by the mobile station and allocated by the

network. The various connections are in this embodi-

ment transmitted as usual in the different time slots of a
frame. For example, in Fig. 6a, the pauses in the four

connections of mobile station A are at least partly at dif-

ferent locations so that the mobile station will not have
5 access to a frame during which it need not transmit in

some time slot. Fig. 6b illustrates an embodiment of the

invention more preferable than the one above wherein

the network allocates pauses to all connections of each
mobile station such that the pauses coincide temporally

10 as accurately as possible. Then a mobile station will ob-

tain idle time with the length of a full frame, during which

the network will not require that the mobile station trans-

mit information.

Fig. 7 shows in the form of block diagram a mobile
is station according to an exemplary embodiment of the

invention. The mobile station comprises parts typical of

the apparatus, such as a microphone 301, keypad 307,

display 306, earphone 314, transmission/reception

switch 308, antenna 309 and a control unit 305. In ad-
20 dition, the Figure shows transmission and reception

blocks 31 1 , 304 typical of a mobile station. The trans-

mission block 311 comprises functions related to the

speech encoding, channel encoding, scrambling and
modulation as well as the RF functions. The reception

2S block comprises the corresponding RF functions as well

as functions required for the demodulation, descram-
bling, channel decoding and speech decoding. A signal

coming from the microphone 301 , amplified in the am-
plifier stage 302 and converted digital in an A/D convert-

30 er, is taken to the transmitter block 304, typically to a

speech encoding element in the transmitter block. A sig-

nal shaped, modulated and amplified by the transmitter

block is taken via the transmission/reception switch 308
to the antenna 309. A received signal is brought from

35 the antenna via the transmission/reception switch 308
to the receiver block 311 which demodulates, descram-

bles and channel-decodes the received signal. The re-

sulting speech signal is taken via a D/A converter 312
to an amplifier 31 3 and further to the earphone 31 4. The

40 control unit 305 controls the operation of the mobile sta-

tion, reads control commands given by the user on the

keypad 307 and sends messages to the user by means
of the display 306. The control unit 305 makes the mo-
bile station operate in accordance with the method ac-

45 cording to the invention. The functional elements in the

control unit that realise the method according to the in-

vention are preferably implemented as programs in the

control unit's 305 processor.

Above it was described by way of example the al-

so location of idle time for measurement purposes. How-
ever, the invention is not limited to this but a mobile sta-

tion may use idle time for other purposes as well, such

as communication with another base station or other

equipment. Even though the invention was above de-

55 scribed using mainly GSM terminology and TDMA-
based examples, the invention can also be applied to

other types of systems, such as CDMA-based systems,

for example. In one advantageous embodiment of the

7
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invention, a mobile station of the CDMA system can re-
quest idle time so that it can change its spreading code
into a second one, listen to a signal transmitted by a
second base station using said second spreading code
and change back into using the original spreading code, s

In packet communications, a mobile station can use
idle time e.g. to empty the received packets buffer, thus
avoiding packet buffer overflow. In such an embodi-
ment, the mobile station can direct the idle time request
only to a certain packet-type connection if the mobile io

station has more than connection with the base station.

A second advantageous use of idle time in packet com-
munications is, for example, the emptying of the packet
buffer in order to avoid an acknowledgement window
overflow. 75

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the mo-
bile station is equipped with a temperature sensor for
monitoring the temperature of the processor in the mo-
bile station, for example. If the mobile station or part of
it becomes overheated, the mobile station can request 20
the system to allocate idle time, i.e. a break in the com-
munications, to cool down the mobile station.

Functions are being developed for future mobile
communication systems by means of which a network
may load new functions to a mobile station, such as new 2s
channel coding, training set, spread code set or a pro-
gram defining a function required for the use of a certain
new network service. The transmission of such a func-
tion-defining program across the radio path to a mobile
station, its storage to the mobile station's memory and 30
its initialisation take time so that the mobile station may
need a pause in the communications, depending on the
circumstances. The length of the pause essentially de-
pends on the technical details of the mobile station, such
as the writing speed of the non-volatile memory of the 35
mobile station and the speed of the processor of the mo-
bile station. Therefore, the network cannot allocate a
certain constant pause to all the various mobile station
models but the mobile station has to request a pause of
the required length. 40

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the user
may request a pause in the communications. Such an
embodiment is applicable e.g. when the user and his
mobile station are entering a radio shadow, such as a
lift or, when travelling by car, a tunnel. The user may 45
request a pause of a predetermined constant length or
give a desired duration by means of the keypad of the
mobile station or a corresponding control element. Such
an embodiment has the advantage that the connection
is not cut off because of the radio shadow if the user can so
foresee the coming situation.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the user
may also request a pause in the communications to car-
ry out arrangement functions related to the mobile sta-
tion. For example, a mobile station serving as a personal ss
digital assistant (PDA) can be used to perform a function
that requires the whole capacity of the processor of the
apparatus so that if the function were carried out without

interrupting the connection, it would disturb data com-
munications and could result in data loss. In such an
embodiment the user may specifically request a com-
munications pause and then start the desired operation
or, alternatively, start the desired operation directly so
that prior to carrying out the operation the mobile station
requests a communications pause of the required length
from the network. The invention can also be realised
such that the mobile station automatically requests a
communications pause for such an arrangement oper-
ation without a separate control command from the user.

In an embodiment of the invention a communica-
tions pause can be used to replace the battery. When a
mobile station 10 detects 405 that the charge of the bat-
tery of the mobile station is low, it indicates 410 this to
the user 9 in a known manner, e.g. by displaying a cer-
tain symbol on the mobile station's display If the user
of the mobile station has a second, charged battery he
may, by means of the keypad, for example, notify 415
the mobile station about his intention to replace the bat-
tery. Then the mobile station sends to the network a re-

quest 1 00 for a communications pause of a duration re-

quired, which duration may be predetermined or set by
the user separately at each occasion. The network pro-
vides 120 the mobile station with idle time and informs
130 the mobile station about the idle time allocated.
Then the mobile station advantageously prepares 420
for the battery replacement by storing information about
existing connections and other information related to the
state of the mobile station into the mobile station's non-
volatile memory or to a smartcard attached to the mobile
station in order to speed up the recovery from the battery
replacement. Having performed the necessary prepara-
tions the mobile station notifies 425 the user that he may
now replace the battery. In connection with this notice
the mobile station advantageously indicates how much
time the user has for the battery replacement, the length
of the time naturally depending on the length of the time
the network was able to allocate to the mobile station.
Next, the user switches off 430 the mobile station, re-
places 435 the battery and switches 440 the mobile sta-
tion back on or performs the battery replacement in an-
other known manner. When the mobile station starts af-
ter the battery replacement, it fetches said information
about the connections from the mobile station's memory
or from a smartcard attached to the mobile station and
restores on the mobile station the state that preceded
the battery replacement. Finally, the mobile station ad-
vantageously indicates 450 to the network that it is ready
to continue communications. This kind of an embodi-
ment has the advantage that the battery can be replaced
without disconnecting the calls even though the mobile
station is switched off in conjunction with the battery re-

placement.

In a preferred embodiment of the invention the mo-
bile station is arranged so as to recognise possible re-
curring disturbances in the down-link so that when such
a disturbance occurs the mobile station can request the

8
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system to allocate idle time at the occurrence of the dis-

turbance in order to bypass the disturbance. Such re-

curring disturbances typically occur e.g. in time division

duplex (TDD) systems. In this kind of an embodiment
the mobile station is equipped with an element which

recognises a periodic disturbance and which can be ad-

vantageously realised by means of a program running

in the mobile station's processor, for example. Such a

program can be arranged so as to monitor e.g. the oc-

currence rate of transmission errors and possible regu-

larities therein.

Above examples of the various embodiments of the

invention imply that idle time is provided by the network.

This, however, does not limit the invention.

The invention can also be realised such that the mo-
bile station makes an independent decision about the

allocation of idle time, at least in certain situations. In

such an embodiment the mobile station sends an indi-

cation to the network e.g. about the cutting-off of the

connection for a certain duration, the indication advan-

tageously comprising the same information as the

above-mentioned idle time request

IDLC_ALLOC_REO. e.g. the length and moment of oc-

currence o! the pause The network will then interrupt

the tmftic tor a duration indicated by the mobile station

and arrange \nc communications of the different con-

nections ol the mobile station duringthe pause in a man-
ner described above so that the communications of the

conn^i ons nm disturbed as little as possible. This kind

of an o-nbrxli-nont nas the advantage that e.g. in a

forced situation the user can indicate by means of his

mobi-c stnt on that he is entering an area of poor recep-

tion According to the prior art the connections in such

a situation arc terminated after certain time-out limits,

which means the connections have to re-established

upon leaving the shadow area, which is slow. This em-
bodiment however enables the network to wait for the

pause to end without disconnecting the calls so that the

restoring ol communications after a pause is swift.

Figures 9a and 9b illustrate, how the invention can
be applied to a CDMA system according to one advan-

tageous embodiment of the invention. It is previously

known that idle time can be arranged in a CDMA system
for example as shown in Figure 9a. The figure shows
frame periods T

f
.
compressed frames 402 and idle pe-

riods 401 . The horizontal axis of the graph corresponds

to time, and the vertical to transmission power. By com-
pressing Irames in lime, idle periods 401 are created.

The compression may be effected for example by code
puncturing or reducing of the spreading factor. The
transmission power is advantageously increased for the

compressed frame in order to keep the quality of the

connection unaffected by the compression.

Figure 9b shows another way to arrange idle peri-

ods 401. As figure 9b shows, multiple frames 403 can

be compressed slightly in order to create an idle period.

The compression ratio of frames in figure 9b is substan-

tially smaller than in figure 9a, which is advantageous

in some transmission modes.

The idle time arranging methods in Figure 9a and

9b would be suitable candidates for inclusion in the

specifications ol the UMTS telecommunications sys-

s tern. The arranging of idle time according to figures 9a

and 9b is called "slotted mode". The network would ar-

range the idle periods for example to allow the mobile

station to monitor neighboring cells as in the present

GSM system and/orother conventional purposes, which

are known by the network. In one advantageous embod-
iment of the invention where the invention is applied in

a CDMA based system, the mobile station requests the

network to arrange one or more such idle periods 401

for any purposes, which are not known beforehand by

the network. Several examples of such mobile-originat-

ed purposes and associated messaging were given pre-

viously in this application, and are not repeated here.

In this application the term mobile station means all

wireless terminals, such as portable mobile phones,

portable multifunction communications devices and
fixed wireless terminals. The names of messages used

in this application are exemplary only and are meant for

illustrative purposes only.

By means of the method according to the invention

a mobile communication system is able to co-operate

with different mobile stations: simple mobile phones op-

erating only in one mobile communication system and,

on the other hand, mobile stations capable of versatile

data communications, operating in several mobile com-
munication systems. Then, the inclusion of simple ter-

minals does not limit the operation of the mobile com-
munication system and versatile and capable terminals

get the most out of the mobile communication system.

Above the invention was described with reference

to some of its preferred embodiments but it is obvious

that the invention can be modified in many different

ways in accordance with the inventive idea defined by

the claims attached hereto.

Claims

1. A method for allocating idle time in a mobile com-
munication system during a communications con-

45 nection between a mobile station (10) and a net-

work (20), characterised in that it comprises steps

wherein

the mobile station sends an idle time request to

so the network (100) and
the network informs the mobile station about

the idle time available (1 30)

2. The method of claim 1 , characterised in that

55

the idle time request sent by the mobile station

(10) indicates how much idle time the mobile

station needs within a certain period of time

is

20

25

30

35

40

9
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(100) and optionally

- prior to said informing step (130) the network
(20) allocates at least part of the idle time re-

quested by the mobile station (1 0) to the mobile
station (120).

3. The method of claim 2, characterised in that said
steps wherein

the network allocates to the mobile station at

least part of the idle time requested by the mo-
bile station (120) and
the network informs the mobile station about
the idle time available (130)

are repeated at least once.

4. The method of claim 3, characterised in that the
idle time request sent by the mobile station indi-

cates to the network how many times the network
will repeat said steps of allocating idle time (120)
and informing about the idle time available (130).

5. The method of claim 3, characterised in that the
mobile station sends to the network a command for

ending or changing the repeating of a certain idle

time period.

The method of any of claims 2 to 5, characterised
in that the network allocates idle time by stealing at

least one burst.

at least one neighbour cell,

frequency hopping or spread spectrum code in-

formation of the beacon signal of at least one
neighbour cell or

information about the continuity or discontinuity

of the beacon signal of at least one neighbour
cell.

11. The method of claim 9 or 10, characterised in that
the mobile station sends a request for said informa-
tion to the network.

12. The method of any preceding claim, characterised
in that the network (20) sends information about
cells of a parallel mobile communication system to
the mobile station.

13. A mobile station (10) for establishing connections
with a network (20) comprising base stations, char-
acterised in that the mobile station is arranged so
as to

send a request for idle time to the network (20)
and

receive information about the idle time availa-
ble from the network.

14. The mobile station of claim 13, characterised in

that it is arranged so as to measure the base station
signal of at least one neighbour cell during said idle

time.

15. The mobile station of claim 13, characterised in

that it is arranged so as to

receive information relating to the beacon sig-

nal of a base station from the network,
determine whether the mobile station is able to
receive said beacon signal during the idle time
available to the mobile station, and if the mobile
station is unable to receive said beacon signal,

send a request for idle time for the measure-
ment of base station signals of neighbour cells

to the network (20).

16. The mobile station of claim 13, characterised in

that it is arranged so as to

receive from the user an indication of battery
replacement,

send a request for idle time to the network,
receive information about the idle time availa-
ble to the mobile station from the network,
store into a memory of the mobile station or into

a memory attached thereto, information about
the state of the mobile station and the existing

connections in order to speed up recovery from
battery replacement.

The method of any of claims 2 to 5, characterised
in that the network allocates idle time by swapping
the time slots used by two or more mobile stations. 35

The method of any of claims 2 to 5, characterised
in that the network allocates idle time by interrupting

the communications between the mobile station
and a base station of the system for a certain pre- 40
determined period of time.

The method of claim 1 , characterised in that the
network (20) sends information related to the bea-
con signals transmitted by base stations to the mo- 45

bile station.

3. The method of claim 9, characterised in that said
information includes at least one of the following:

so

frequencies of the beacon signal of at least one
neighbour cell,

bandwidth of the beacon signal of at least one
neighbour cell,

timing information of the beacon signal of at 55

least one neighbour cell,

timing information of the frequency and time
synchronisation signals of the beacon signal of

10
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17. A communications network (20) serving mobile sta-

tions (10) ;
characterised in that it is arranged so

as to

receive a request for idle time from at least one s

mobile station (10),

allocate, in response to the reception of said re-

quest, at least part of the idle time requested

by the mobile station to the mobile station and
send information about the idle time available io

to the mobile station to the mobile station.

18. A method for allocating idle time in a mobile com-
munication system during a communications con-

nection between a mobile station (10) and a net- is

work (20), the method comprising:

sending an idle time request from the mobile

station to the network; and

allocation of idle lime for the mobile station by 20

the network in response to the idle time re-

quest.

19. A communications system which operates accord-

ing to the method of any of claims 1 to 12, or 18. 25

30

35

40

45

50

55

11
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